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NOTES ON PROPER HOMOTOPY THEORIES ASSOCIATEL`
.
	
WITH COMPACT PL-MANIFOLDS
E . Dominguez and L.J . Hernández
Abstract : The purpose of this note is to present a bigraded sequence of
functors associated with compact PL-manifolds . These functors are invariant<
of proper homotopy type, and distinguish topological spaces which liave the
same homotopy type . On the category of compact topological spaces thesi-
functors agree with the llurewicz homotopy groups, hence the principal
interest of these functors is for noncompact spaces .
Consider the category of compact PL-manifolds and the bordism theory
between these manifolds . We are thinking of closed PL-manifolds M of
dimension n-m, PL-imbedded into Sn (M can be the empty set), apd we cai
ask about the different ways that Sn-M can be mapped by a proper map inu
a topological space . We will consider a proper map as a continuous maT
f :X -> Y such that for any compact closed subset K of Y, f_1 (K) is
compact subset of X . If we work in the category TOPA of topological. spacei-
with base point and proper maps presérving base point, wé can give to the
set of proper maps f :(Sn-M, (X, x0 ) an equivalence relatioi
such that the quotient set . has a group structure . Concretely :
P. pointed (n,m)-sphere is a pair . (S,e), where S = Sn-M is
complement in Sn of a closed (n-m)-manifold M, P1,-imhedded in S n -i+: .
A singular (n,m)-sphere of a pointed space (X,xO ) is a pair (S,f), where
S is a pointed (n,m)-sphere and
	
f:(S,i:) -> (X,xO ) is a pointed proper
map . A homotopy relation between two pointed (n,m)-spheres S = Sn-!1 and
S' = Sn-M' is the complement 11 in SnX I of an (n+l-m)-manifold P
PL-imbedded in (Sn )<I) - (*XI) such that
A homotopy relation between two singular (n,m)-sp}ieres (S,f) and (S',f')
of a pointed space (X,x0 ) is a pair (11,Y ), where 11 is a homotopy relation
between the pointed spheres S and S', and :(11, :;XI) > (Y,xO ) is a
proper map such that ti° /S = f and T/S' = f' . The above homotopy relations
are equivalente relations and a proper (n,m)-sphere of (X,x0 ) will be a
class of singular (n,m)spheres .
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P()(Sn X bI) = aP , ( .3 .)n (SnX O) = M , (9 p) t,(S,X1) = h1'
The comultiplication of spheres induces a multiplication in the set
n~(X,XO ) of proper (n,m)-spheres of (X,xO ) . 4;ith this multiplication
RM(X,XO ) admits a group structure for n 7i1, which is ahelian. for n -7/2 .
These sets define functors from TOP,., to the category of sets, groups or
abelian groups if n=0 , n=1 or n7/2 , respectively, and they are invariant
of the proper homotopy type .
Flote that if f :(Sn-M,?;) >(Y,x0 ) is a proper map, then X admits
a proper map g :J - > X, where J is the interval C0,ao) . Hence M = Qí if Y.
does not admit applications of this class . Therefore the groups Rm(X,x O )
agree with the Hurewicz groups Z (X,x0 ) on spaces which do not admit an
proper map g :J -> Y ; particularly on the compact spaces . Mote also that
if n m-2, R
m
n (Y.,x 0 ) = ñ(X,xo ) . In £2] we have considered an end of a
topologieal space X, as a class of proper maps g :J -> Y under the proper
homotopy relation . F(X) will represent the set of ends of Y. .
There are similar concepts of singular (h,m)-balls of a pointed páir
(X,A. x ) and homotopy relations between there balls . The set rLmn (X,A,x0 )
of proper (n,m)-balls admits a structure of group for n -7/2 which is, .
ahelian for n7i3, and these sets define functors which are invariant óf
proper homotopy type . As in the case of Hurewicz groups, if (X,A,x0 ) is a
pointed pair, where A is a closed suhset of X, there is an exact sequence
. . .> 4n+1(X,A,xO) ->
ftm (A,xO ) > rLm(X,xO )
	
ttm(X,A,xO) ->. . .
The following theorem permits us to calculate the functor Qi .
Theorem . Let X be a path connected space and x0 C-Y . Then M1(X,xO ) is the
free product of rL2 (X,xO ) with the group presented by ic Kp , .c« p.cPá=
where c x ~, is a generator el.ement associated with each pair 15 ) of
F(X)X F(X) .
Proof . There is a monomorphic transformation
~ ; a 2 (X,xQ ) > R1(X,xO)
defined by yEfjl = jf]1 , where f:(S1 ,~) -> (X,xO ) is a proper map .
It is not difficult to see that 1 ds well defined and monomorphic using
the following facts :(1) The complement of a point in QZ2 is homeomorphic to
the complement of a closed PL-disk imbedded in IR 2 .(2) If X has an end, then
there exists a próper map f :Qt2 -> X . (3) Given a finite family of disjoin
2simple closed PL-curves in IR, then the exterior of the "more external
curves" is homeomorphic to the complement of finitely many points in át2 .
Because X is path connected, FLl(X,xO ) has a set of generators formed . by
elements that admit a representative map f:(S1 -M,*) --- (X,x0 ) with M = 0
or M = £xI, where x is a point of S1 Note that if M = , then
1~f] 1 E Y 2 (X,xO ) . Now for each o(EF(X) we can choose a representative
f., :J -> X such that f., (0) = x0 . Let S1-[x} the quotient of ,
[0,1/2)U (1/2,1]
	
hy the identification = 1 . Then, we define
g« (S :S X by
gdf> (t) = f,, (2t) if n_t<?./2,
gdp
(t) = f 15(2-2t) if 1 /2 < t_< ]. .
Let ca j= C%ap11 E rZ l (X,x,) . fe are going to nrove that
L = +~ rz1(X,xO ) V {c, (íb ; o(Ip6F(X)J
1
"is a set of generators of R1 (Y.,x O ) . It suffices to show that an element
of Rí(X,xO ) represented by a proper map f :(S1- íxs,	>(}',xn ) iS
product of elements of L . This is true hecause the restrictions f/[0,1/2)
and f/(1/2, 1] can be considered as two ends «,t3 of X . Then there
exists u,v : (S1 , ::) -> (X,xO ) such that [f]i = [u-1
.cn~
v] i .
Note that ca ,~ 1 and c,,, .cp«= 1 . Finally, suppose that
x1 , . . . ,xr C-L with x1 . . .xr =1 . Py the definition of homotopy rel.ation
it can he proved'in(íurtive].y that this rp7.?ti,nn is a consenuenre of
relations of 7u 1(X,x 0 ) and relations of type c  ,,, .c,,,= 1 .
Fxamples . (1) Because 21(Y.,xn ) is a quotient of a (Y,XO) ' RI(L"n) - O
for n7/l . It es easy to see that F(U?) = {-ao, +oo} and
,(,,>n) ={_}
for n7i2 . Then 2i (IR) is the free product 7 :: (7/27) :": (7/27) and
,,1 (,,n) = 7//27 for n7i 2 .1
0
(2) Let M be the open tloehius hand . Then 21(M) = (7!/276) :': (7/22) .
(3) Let MIn = (D2X S1 ) - KIn be the complement of the torus knot of
type (1,n) imbedded in 2D2 XS1 . . Then W1 (MIn ) _ (7/n7) . . (7/2_7), llence,
if m ¢ n, Mlm and MIn are two manifolds which are of the same homotopy type
but they are not o.f the same proper homotopy type .
Notes .(1) In the aboye theorem the product is free because
an element x E R1(X,XO ) which has two representative maps
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i.f we have
->(X,X 0 ) and f' :(S1-M,.:) -> (X'x0) with ü 1 0, then x = 1 .
But this situation is not generalizable to the group
	
R22(x,x~) . Ele are
going to conStruct an 1-connected space X such that a non zero element
x E-R2(X,x0 ) has two representative maps f :(S2 ,e;)> (X,x0 ) and
f' :(S2-m, ;;) ->(X,x0 )' with 11 ¢ ~ .-Consider Y =(S2XI) - K, where K is
an unknotted path PL-imbedded in S2X I with K (1 (S2X 3I) = 2K. and
a K CS2X 1 . Now we can kill the generator of rz l (Y) glueing adequately
the boundary of a disk D2 into (S?X1)- ?K . It is easy to prove that
the new space X has the following property : The nonzero element xE2(X)
represented by the inclusion f:S 2XO -> X has a representative map
f' : S`_?' -> .`! w4th 11 1 p .
(2) See [1] for other results ori the groups rZmn (7,x0 ) and some
generalizations of these theories .
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